THE HDFD ADVISEMENT CENTER GUIDE TO changing majors and adding minors

MINORS

Feel free to visit the Advisement Center to learn more about declaring a minor and how the courses fit into your academic plans

- Review the Undergraduate Catalog to learn more about course requirements for the minor
- Go to the specific department website to learn more about the minor and if there are any admissions restrictions
- If there are no restrictions, submit the "Change of Major, Minor, Concentration" web form through UDSIS (right menu under "FORMS")
- If there are restrictions (GPA requirement, pre-requisites, credit count etc), work with an advisor to plan for future application and determine which classes you are currently able to enroll in
- Most minors are 15-18 credits but some may be 21 or more; some credits may be able to overlap with degree requirements so speak with an advisor to confirm

MAJORS

The Advisement Center may be able to help you learn about other majors but we do encourage you to meet with someone in the department you wish to transfer to

- Visit Career Services Center to learn more about your career interests and the best academic discipline to meet your career goals
- Review the Undergraduate Catalog to learn more about requirements for the major
- Go to the specific department website or office to learn more about the major and if there are any admissions restrictions and/or if there would be any change to your graduation term. Review the Registrar’s Major Change Restrictions page below.
- If there are no restrictions, submit the "Change of Major, Minor, Concentration" web form on UDSIS (right menu under "FORMS")
- If there are restrictions, work with an advisor to plan for future application and determine which classes you are currently able to enroll in or follow the provided directions to apply, if eligible
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